Market overview

Electricity market in March 2010
The market overview shows the impact, forecasts and events on open electricity markets.
No network service or state taxes are included in the definition of the open market. The
open electricity market only functions with regard to electricity.

Overview of electricity markets
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Electricity prices are monitored on the basis of the Helsinki price area of
Nord Pool. Nord Pool is the Nordic electricity exchange with the highest
turnover in Europe.
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The lowest price of electricity in the last 12 months was observed in March
2009 when oil cost approx. $45/barrel and basic energy supplied by Finland
cost approx. €37/MWh. Supported by oil prices which have risen to 83 dollars
a barrel (+84%), the price of the basic energy supplied by Finland has risen
to €40/MWh (+8%).
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Open market and power exchange in Estonia was opened from April
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During March most of the open market participants signed a contract with one
of the electricity suppliers operating in Estonia. For April Estonian Energia has
sold electricity for 143 GWh and thus holds a 87% market share of the open
market. In the open market, the client can choose whether to buy electricity
with fixed price, partially fixed price or not fix at all and buy electricity with the
day-ahead market price. Most of the clients chose to fix the prices till the end
of the year.
On the last day of march the first open market price for Nord Pool Spot Estlink
price area was noted- an average of 38,78 EUR/MWh. Everyone can see the
price for Estlink price area in the following link:
http://www.nordpoolspot.com/reports/areaprice
Nord Pool Spot ownes the rights for Estlink cable in the amount of
262 MWh/h in the direction of Estonia to Finland and 252 MWh/h in the
direction of Finalnd to Estonia.
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Nord Pool Helsinki price (Finland)
Balt Pool price (Lithuania)
The prices effective as of 12.04.2010.

Nord Pool Estlink price (Estonia)
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The day-ahead market is a place where all the electricity buyers and sellers
meet to place orders for selling or buying a certain amount of electricity with
certain price and the market price evolves as a result of demand and supply.

The average price in Estlink price area was in the range of 32-40 €/MWh
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Price of electricity (forward contracts in Nord Pool, Helsinki price area)
The prices effective as of 31.03.2010.

Currently the trading in Estonian power exchange takes place only on the
day-ahead electricity market which means one can buy electricity for next day
based on 24 hour’s spot prices. The buyers and sellers insert their bids on the
Nord Pool trading environment and system generates spot prices. The price
will be different every hour because the balance between the production and
consumption is different every hour. Power exchanges are known for their
high volatility both daily and seasonally all over the world.
On the first days of April the NordPool Heklsinki area daily average price
has been in the range of 41-49 €/MWh, Estlink area price in the range of
30-42 €/MWh and 28-45 €/MWh in Lithuanian power exchange.
The average price in Finland in first quarter was 71 €/MWh and 41 €/MWh
in Lithuania.
In the nearest future the price of electricity in Nord Pool Estlink area will be
influenced by the Latvian flood time which causes high hydro production in
Baltics and lower demand due to higher temperature than average.

Conflicts in Latvian market
Following the Public Utility Commission (PUC) decision to approve the new
Mandatory Purchase tariff from April 1st 2010 and apply it to Latvian Open
market consumers only, Enefit has submitted a court claim against the
decision on March 24th. The decision that discriminates all Latvian Open
market participants in respect to Regulated market participants has been also
challenged by one Latvian company that buys electricity in open market.
Latvian Minister of Economy, Mr.Artis Kampars has said that the Transmission System Operator could be transferred to Ministry of Transport to
comply with European Directive 2009/72/EC. Such arrangement would ensure
more transparent market development and will allow new market participant
entrance to the market.

During March PUC examined Enefit complaint against Transmission System
Operator for not complying with the Latvian Grid code with respect to the
balancing settlements. The current balancing settlement in Latvia puts a
burden on the shoulders of the balancing service providers; it restrains new
market participants from entering the market. PUC has decided to take no
action at the moment to create a transparent and equal play ground for
existing and the potential Latvian Open market players.

Big flood in Latvia has reduced the prices
In the second half of March, electricity spot prices at Baltpool PEX decreased
to 35 Euro per MWh level or even lower (45,18 Euro per MWh average price
in February ). This is mainly caused by Latvenergo hydro power plants, which
due to the big flood in Latvia, are producing large volumes of electricity and
exporting it to neighbor countries, including Lithuania.
While spot prices at Baltpool PEX decreased a lot in the second half of
March, fixed price long period (6-12 months) open market offers has not
experienced decrease in price with regulated electricity price (45,79 Euro
per MWh including supply margin) being kept as a main price benchmark for
long term contracts. Consumers should not forget that spot prices are very
volatile and especially in our region are affected by production portfolio, so
longer period prices should be considered evaluating fundamental factors,
which makes influence to the price (price of oil, gas and other sort of fuel,
supply, demand and etc.).
Large Lithuanian consumers (with network connection capacity of 400 kW
or more) should also remember that during 2010 April and latest May, they
should choose independent suppliers. As process of negotiations takes at
least few weeks and there is 30 days notification period for existing supplier
(public supplier), all open market consumer, should conclude energy purchase
contract not later than 31st of May.
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Electricity market in March 2010
Electricity market impact factors
Crude oil has been stable for last 6 months
Crude for May delivery rose 20 cents to settle at $82.37 a barrel on the New
York Mercantile Exchange. Oil prices have stayed in the $70 to $83 range for
about last half-year or so.
Economists and government officials say that if prices remain in that band, it
could benefit the world economy, the future security of energy supplies and
even the environment. The price is high enough to drive investment in future
oil production and in supplies of alternative energy, they note, but low enough
that consumers can bear it. Many analysts believe that oil could continue
trading more or less in that bound for now.
One of the major issues driving energy trading this year is the challenge
of pinpointing consumer demand. U.S. fuel consumption has grown slowly
this year, but economists disagree about how much of that is due to huge
government stimulus spending. In the end of March, oil got a lift from the
U.S. Conference Board’s consumer confidence index, which showed that
Americans’ confidence in the economy rebounded in March. Also, home
prices in January showed the smallest annual decline in almost three years,
according to the Standard&Poor’s/Case-Shiller index.

Carbon prices may pick up with economic recovery
Carbon prices fell during the Copenhagen summit, with Dec10 EUA
losing 17% in two weeks. Since then, EUA have remained stable,
evolving at around 13/t. Very low gas prices and the slow recovery in
industrial activity in Europe have prevented EUA from rallying, while
sellers are not interested at those price levels and prefer to hold their
allowances for future needs or sales. Prices have thus remained stable,
in the region of their historic lows. EUA demand should progressively
increase as the economic recovery kicks in, leading to higher emissions
in absolute values

Explanation of terms:
Base energy is the purchase/sale of 1 MWh or electricity every hour of
the given period
MWh or megawatt-hour; 1 MWh=1000 kWh
NordPool - power exchange that consists of price regions in Finland,
Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Germany
NYMEX - New York Mercantile Exchange; the world largest strike exchange
Disclamer
The market review has been prepared by an analyst of Eesti Energia to
the best of their knowledge. It is not an official standpoint of Eesti Energia.
The information given is based on public information and the sources
specified in the overview.
The market overview has been presented as informative material and
it has in no case whatsoever been presented as a promise, proposal or
official forecast of Eesti Energia.
The standpoints contained in the market overview may change and the
person presenting them reserves the right to amend said standpoints.
Due to the fast changes in the electricity market regulation, the Market
Overview or the information contained herein are not final and they need
not correspond to situations emerging in the future.
The market overview does not create, terminate or amend legal relationships (incl. contracts).
Eesti Energia cannot be held liable for any expenses or damages that
may emerge as a result of the use of the information contained in the
Market Overview.

Kalvi Nõu
kalvi.nou@energia.ee
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